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antennas included 15 and 20m sinJle
band vertical dipoles for the SSB station,
as well as multi-band verticals for each of
the SSB and CW stations. Extreme heat
and humidity durinJ the daytime were a
serious challenJe. We ran small fans for
the operatinJ positions and had lots of
drinks and ice, brouJht twice a day by the
loJistical team, alonJ with food. The use of
a ÁushinJ toilet was a huJe plus

Operating from
Sandy Islet
Approaching the landing on Sandy Islet, OC-294.

The last IOTA
group in Australia
to be activated for
the ﬁrst time
INTRODUCTION. Located in the Timor
Sea, 450km north of Broome, Western
Australia, Sandy Islet is a small sandy cay
690m north-south and 60 – 110m eastwest in the Scott Reef Nature Reserve. The
reef was named after the man who was at
the masthead when Captain Haywood’s
HMS Vulcan Àrst siJhted it in 101, and
became part of Australia in 1924. Reef
formations are known as Scott South,
Central and North, which cover, with the
associated south and north laJoons, a
surface of 250km2.
THE LOCATION. Sandy Islet is the only
TualiÀer for 2C-294, the last I2TA Jroup
of Australia still waitinJ to be brouJht on
the air for the Àrst time. After multiple
rounds of communication over almost three
years, we were extremely pleased that
the Department of Parks and Wildlife of
Western Australia aJreed to approve us with

The location of Sandy Islet, OC-294.
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a landinJ and operatinJ permit. Activities
were allowed between May and September,
outside of the Jreen turtle hatchinJ
season. The permit imposed strict rules for
transportation and the team had to use the
services of a provider who possessed the
(co-Tourism certiÀcation, as well as the
necessary naviJation experience and skills
to sail within and around the fraJile Scott
Reef area.
Sandy Islet has no veJetation and
offers absolutely no shelter in case of
adverse weather conditions or tsunamis.
However, the landinJ and operatinJ
permit speciÀcally stipulated that the boat
providinJ the transportation must remain at
all times in the proximity of the respective
cay, in case of emerJency. The main
hazard on the island is associated with
continuous exposure to intense heat and
humidity.
Compulsory loJistics resulted in an
exceptionally hiJh cost of transportation,
and an overall budJet of 45,000. The
operatinJ team included CraiJ, 9.5C( and
Bob, .D1CT, who took care of the SSB,
while Johan and I took care of the CW.
We employed the services of Reel Teasers,
whose crew consisted of Ross, Tracey
and Marcus. The team used a 64ft power
boat for the one-day ocean trip each way
and a ÀberJlass dinJhy to
naviJate back and forth to
the sandy cay.
TWO STATIONS. We set
up the camp mid-distance
between the remains of
the weather station and
the southern tip of the
sandbank (or 100m from
each). The team ran two
stations simultaneously,
usinJ Icom IC-000 riJs
with 100W each, operatinJ
on all bands from 10 to
40m, SSB and CW. The

NATURAL HAZARDS. After dark, different
types of crabs roamed the island and we
had to carefully check for them each time
we entered the tents, while Jreen turtles
crawled slowly on the sand in search of
potential nestinJ spots. The turtles avoided
the tents and antennas, but accidentally
took down the CW antenna a couple of
times by diJJinJ out an anchor. At hiJh tide
durinJ the niJht, the ocean waters almost
reached the anchors of some antennas.
OPERATING. In advance of the operation,
the team studied the propaJation paths
to various reJions around the world in
order to identify the best time openinJs on
different bands to Jive everyone a chance
at loJJinJ this very remote island. DurinJ
the operation we had frequent discussions
about the propaJation conditions and
strateJies to maximise the number of
unique callsiJns loJJed.
While the other operators were able to
nap outside their shifts with apparently
little effort, I couldn’t do it for a lonJ time.
Since we were usinJ headphones, the only
noise inside the CW tent was the tappinJ
of our ÀnJers on the laptop’s keyboard.
However, the SSB operation was a lot
louder. At some point, while I was restinJ,
Johan sneaked out of our tent and asked
CraiJ to take a break, which Ànally allowed
me to fall asleep after 5 hours I only
slept for a couple of hours, but it was a
very deep sleep, and so woke up refreshed,
and very Jrateful that the team was all for
one that niJht.
The Timor Sea is constantly sailed by
traditional Indonesian ÀshinJ boats, each
with a crew of up to 10 men. They spend
weeks at the reef, livinJ on rice, water and
Àsh cauJht and cooked daily over Àres
on the deck. 2nce at the reef, they move
around in pairs usinJ canoes. They pick
up trochus shells, sea cucumbers and Àsh
to be dried out, continuinJ a way of life
that hasn’t chanJed in over 300 years. The
Àshermen aren’t allowed to land on Sandy
and our permit forbade us to contact them
under a mandatory quarantine provision.
Daily Áyovers by the Australian Coast *uard
didn’t stop them landinJ and approachinJ
our camp, attemptinJ to Jet in touch with
us the day before last. However, we didn’t
take any chances and after iJnorinJ them
for 15-20 minutes, they left.
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Bob, KD1CT.
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RESULTS. The operation took place
between 15 and 19 September 2014,
when we logged 9324 QSOs with 5557
stations from 110 DXCCs in 33 CQ
zones on 7 continents. Table 1 lists the
number of QSOs per band and associated
percentages. About 43% of the contacts
were SSB and 57% CW. QSOs with EU
stations represented 63% of all logged,
those with AS 22%, NA 10%, OC 3%,
AF 1%, SA 1%, and there were two QSOs
with a station from AN. Top 10 DXCCs
by number of QSOs logged are shown in
Table 2.
Operating two stations simultaneously
did result is some interference when the
two bands were adjacent. As such, when
the propagation conditions only allowed
for two adjacent bands to be open, we
had to decide which band/mode we kept
on the air. In general, we took two hour
shifts throughout the day. During the Àrst
three days the pile-ups were pretty heavy
and we tried to keep a good QSO rate.
In the following two days, however, we
targeted unique callsigns. This was very
difÀcult and quite annoying at times, since
some chasers didn’t comply and even
argued with our request. It was this type of
response that prompted the analysis below.
About 63% of the stations contacted
made only one QSO, and thus accounted
for 38% of all contacts logged. However,
more than 12% of all stations or one in
eight made almost 38% of the log entries.
Table 3 shows the number of QSOs logged
by different stations. Interestingly, 9% of all
stations or almost one in 11 made at least
4 QSOs, for a total of more than 22% of
the log. Since we had speciÀcally requested

Table 1: Number of QSOs per band.
Band
40
30
20
17
15
12
10
Total
%

CW
707
1181
1922
231
769
418
92
5320
57

SSB
0
0
1626
18
1514
685
161
4004
43

Total
707
1181
3548
249
2283
1103
253
9324
100

%
7
13
37
3
24
12
3
100
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Johan, PA3EXX.
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prior to our operation
that chasers restrain from
making multiple QSOs, the
statistics presented in this
table are at least intriguing if
not really disappointing.
SUPPORT. Australia is not
a rare DXCC, and there are
Setting up the camp.
lots of stations operating
regularly from CQ Zone 29. Moreover, the
IOTA programme doesn’t have a multi-band
Challenge category similar to the DXCC.
Regardless, it appears that for a relatively
high number of chasers the joy of selfgratiÀcation remains much stronger than
both the speciÀc requests of the activators
– and the cries of those who wish to just
make the log.
There was no correlation between the
number of QSOs logged and the support
contribution received from those stations.
Four months after the operation, the support Green turtle tracks around the antennas.
received from the stations who logged at
least eight contacts averaged less than the
instrumental in the team being granted the
overall average. In case of future activations
permit by the Conservation Authority. We
of rare IOTA groups, which require very
thank Maury, IZ1CRR, George, VE3GHK
expensive projects, the operators should
and Bob, WB2YQH for their assistance. We
perhaps consider implementing a different
are grateful to the German DX Foundation,
strategy in order to either limit the number
Russian Robinson Club, International Radio
of QSOs per station, and/or establish a more
Expedition Foundation, Icom Canada, Swiss
fair support contribution from those so keen
DX Foundation, DX News, Clipperton DX
to make a lot of contacts.
Club, DX World, Oceania DX Group, Chiltern
DX Club, and DX Italia, as well as I1SNW
and I2YDX for their extraordinary support.
THANKS. We wish to express our
Special thanks to the top
gratitude to Alan Byrne and
donors: DL8FL, JA5IU,
Ally McCarthy, whose hard
JF4VZT, K9RR, N6AWD,
work and support were
Table 3: Number of
OE3SGA, OE3WWB,
QSOs per station.
PT7WA, SM3NXS, VE7DP,
No. QSOs No. stations
VE7QCR, W1NG, W3AWU,
Table 2: Top DXCCs
12
1
WB2YQH, generous
by number of QSOs.
11
0
supporters: DL1BDD,
10
3
No.
DXCC
QSO
F6FHO, G4VMX, HB9BZA,
9
5
1
JA
1685
JA1QXY, JR0DLU, KA1R,
8
16
2
I
992
K3EST, K5MT, K8GI,
7
35
3
DL
869
N4WW, N6NO, N6VR,
6
47
4
K
812
OE6IMD, ON4IZ, ON4XL,
5
112
5
UA
714
SM3DMP, SM3EVR,
4
191
6
UR
362
SM5FWW, UT7WZA,
3
492
7
F
296
VK3QI, W4DKS, W5PF,
2
1127
8
SP
295
W5ZPA and many other
1
3528
9
OK
242
stations who helped this
Total
5557
10
UA0
236
project.
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